
Sun	in	Leo/Moon	in	Leo:	
	

King	of	the	Barnyard	
 
You think the world you live in is your realm and personal recreational area. You 
frequently mistake friends for serfs. You get mixed up, offended or irritated when the 
world fails to be grateful for your heavenly despotism. You are open, positive and 
playful. Your magnetic company repeatedly draws people to you. People ultimately 
realize that the only thing that you are interested is you. Even though you a have 
special brand of magnetism, you are not egotistical or self-serving and your kindness, 
allegiance and generosity are boundless. It is just a matter of you never getting over 
your attraction for the image that you have of yourself. You want everyone to go along 
with your view and your will. You are kind of a compassionate egomaniac. They do 
not know that once they are your friends, they have little chance of staying the same. 
Behavior alteration is an area you are good at. Most are better than they were before 
getting to know you and, luckily, only a few experience permanent damage. Being 
noticed is often what your behavior is intended to do. Consider, for example, your 
clothing. Anything goes for the theatrical and colorful double Leo, who is never happy 
doing things halfway. You do have a cold aspect, and if you must be brutal in order to 
get what you want, you will, even though you are essentially kindly and protective. If 
necessary, you will be disloyal to your own high morality of honesty and faithfulness to 
fulfill your material requirements. You have to work hard in order to sustain those 
excessive tastes. You think you are above the law in many ways and need to answer 
only to yourself. You are engrossed in ceremony, glamour and spectacle and anything 
that is dramatic and showy. You are an idealist, but also astute and your piercing gaze 
can see through tastelessness and dishonesty. Your decisions are almost never 
based in reason. Your heart always has the final say. You just pick yourself up and 
make believe it never happened if some spontaneous decision causes you to get 
burned. Courage and will, keep you forever bouncing back anew. Despite your 
flamboyance and casual air, you also have a very solemn side to your nature. Leo-
Leos want the acknowledgment and status they know they deserve and are proud and 
dignified. 
  


